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1HARMONICS IN THE EXCITING CURRENTS OP TRANSFORMERS.
INTRODUCTION.
It is the purpose of this paper to study the harmonics in the exciting
currents of transformers. Since the two lobes of an alternating wave are symmetrical
with respect to the axis t only odd harmonics can exist because even harmonics would
not produce symmetry. In the case of voltages ,wave shapes due to harmonics have a
great bearing on the life of insulation, especially in transformers working at high
voltages. In such cases,with a peaked wave of electromotive force, the maximum value
being large would cause a great injury to the insulation and thus have an import-
ant bearing on the operating conditions and design of transformers.
In order to study the harmonics appearing in the exciting currents, three
core type transformers rated at 1.5 K.W., 1 200/2400 volts primary and 120/240 volts
secondary , frequency 60 cycles,were used. Different three phase connections were made
with a one to one ratio obtained by using the two secondaries of each transformer.
Tests were also run on the transformers connected single phase. The alternator
supplying power was a three phase, four pole, sixty cycle, 220 volt machine which gave
practically a sine wave of electromotive force.
V/e wish to express our warm appreciation and thanks to Mr .F.G .V/illson
whose advice and cooperation in bringing out the work materially assisted the
•vr iters
.

2HARMONICS IN THE EXCITING CURRENTS OF TRANSFORMERS.
GENERAL THEORY.
It has long been known that if a sine wave of electromotive force is
impressed on an iron - clad circuit, such as a reactance coil or the primary coil
of a transformer with the secondary open
,
that the current differs from a sine wave
The electromotive force being a sine wave
,
the flux wave must be a sine wave for
e^ndfll'/dt and the current must take such a shape as will give this sine wave of flux
The current wave does not follow the sine law due to the fact that the hysteresis
cycle is not symmetrical with respect to the coordinate axes but bends as the sat -
uration point of the iron is approached. The irregular current wave can be broken up
into sine waves called the fundamental
,
or the largest sine wave possible and
smaller waves of higher frequencies which are called harmonics.
The shape of a wave depends upon the relative position of the fundamental
and the harmonics and it can be proved that the core loss depends on the shape of
i
the electromotive force wave and thus on the shape of the flux wave .Assuming two
equal sine waves
,
each with a triple frequency wave superimposed as shown in the
figuers below, the resultant wave in each case is determined by the addition of the
fundamental sine wave and the triple frequency wave and the shapes of the resultant
waves are greatly different from each other.
FIGURE I. FIGURE 2

Let V/ 3 the hysteresis loss,
f — frequency.
V — volume of the iron.
B ~ flux density,
k - constant.
™_— hysteresis loss for wave shape of Figure I.
™
— hysteresis loss for wave shape of Figure 2.
Bj = flux density for wave shape of Figure I.
flux density for wave shape of Figure 2.
Then
for the hysteresis loss depends on the value of the volume of the iron and also the
flux density raised to the one and six - tenths power, all multiplied by a constant.
The area under a wave divided by the length is equal to the average height,
or if an electromotive force wave is used , the average value of electromotive
force is obtained.lt is known that,
e - nd^
dt
or by transposition edt-nd^.
Then for a half cycle of the wave 1 he integral between the limits zero and rr of
©dt is equal to n^
,
where § is the maximum value of the flux. The maximum value of
the flux density multiolied by the cross - sectional area of the iron Is enual to
r
§ or EA . ] f this value of EA is substituted in the integral l/rrl edt = n$/rr , the
Jo
integral becomes equal to nAB/n- or the average value of the electromotive force is
equal to the integral.
Let E ~ the e nfective value of the two waves.
the average value of electromotive force for Figure I.
e^- the average value of electromotive force for Figure 2.
F — the form factor for Figure I.

F z the form factor Tor Figure 2.
2
The form factor is defined as the effective value of the wave divided by the aver -
age value or
,
and by transposition
F
Then
X _ B?_ e^_
tit
Ik
1.6
*? . e/i^ L P, J
This shows that the hysteresis loss depends on the shape of the wave
,
for
the average value of Figure I is greater than that for Figure 2 and therefore the
form factor for Figure I is less than that for Figure 2 and by inspection of the
formula
,
the hysteresis loss for Figure T is greater than that for Figure 2. The
shape of the flux wave depends on the shape of the electromotive force wave and as
already explained the current wave must take such a shape as will give a sine wave
of flux if the electromotive force is a sine wave. And from this it is seen that the
shape of the current wave depends on the hysteresis cycle.
The exciting current wave can be derived step by step from the hysteresis
loop and its shape depends upon the bend of the magnetic characteristic and is not
due to the energy loss or the area of the loop. The wave of current due to excitat -
ion can be resolved into two component waves
,
one an energy component \ in phase
with the electromotive force and a wattless component in quadrature with it .For
example in Figure 3 , E is a sine wave of electromotive force , B is a sine wave
of flux and I is the exciting current wave.
FIGURE 3.
»
5
As said before the exciting current can be broken up into wattless and
energy components .These components
,
the hysteresis power current i'
,
and the react-
ive magnetizing current i" are plotted in Figure 4 and show that i' is nearly a sine
wave and i" is greatly distorted
.
Thus the wattless or magnetizing current component
of the exciting current causes the distortion
.
FIGURE 4.

6SINGLE PHASE .
The best method of studying the exciting current is by means of the oscillc
-graph . In the investigation of the harmonics causing distorted waves it is necess-
ary to know the shape of the electromotive force wave impressed u^on the transformer
circuits or primaries .
Plate I shows the reproduction of the oscillogram taken of the electromot-
ive force wave of a three phase alternator used to supply power in the tests
.
Upon
examination of this wave
,
it is seen that it is very nearly a sine wave
,
only
high harmonics existing
,
the magnitude of which were too small to cause any appre-
ciable error when neglected so that the wave may be considered a sine wave . It is
explained in the proceeding paragraphs that the flux wave will be a sine wave and
that the exciting current v/ill have a distorted appearance
.
Plate 2 shows the exciting current wave for a single transformer with the
electromotive force shown in Plate I impressed . This wave is distorted and peaked
and was worked at a density of 118,000 lines per square inch . It shows the funda-
mental
,
triple and fifth harmonics . Plate 3 shows the wave taken under similar
conditions but at a lower density of 85, COO lines per square inch . It is noticed
that the wave is different from that of I late 2 in that the magnitudes of the har-
monics are different and that the higher the density the greater is the distortion
due to a greater magnetizing current . The harmonics as the density is increased
keep moving more and more in phase with the fundamental and give a more peaked wave,
J
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THREE PHASE CONNECTIONS.
In throe phase transformer connections
,
the wave shape distortions are
important factors. The currents in a throe wire, three phase system are one-hundred
and twenty degrees out of phase with each other and the sum of the three currents
is zero
,
provided the system is balanced or when all three transformers take the
same exciting current
. The third harmonics are displaced from each other by three
times one-hundred and twenty degrees
,
or in other words are in phase with each
other .The refo re the third harmonics cannot flow.
In a three phase system of transformers with their primaries connected in
delta there can be no third harmonics in the line currents . This is due to the fact
that the three currents in the lines add up to zero and if there were any third
harmonics the sum would not be zero since the third harmonics are in phase.Hence it
is self evident that there can be no third harmonics in the line currents. In a sys-
tem si ilar to the one above but with the primaries connected in star there can be
no third harmonics in the line currents for the three currents add up to zero and
if there were triple harmonics the three currents in the lines could not add up to
zero
.
Refering to Plates 4 and 5 the triple is very small. There would have been
no triple if the transformers had been perfectly balanced. Plate 4 shows the line
current wave with star connected primary and delta secondary .Plate 5 shows the line
current wave with delta connected primary and open delta secondary .The wave distor-
tion differs greatly in the two cases
,
due to the fact that the fifth harmonic in
both cases is large and has a different angle of phase displacement relative to the
fundamental
.
Higher harmonics other than the third and its multiples were negliga-
ble.

EUGENE DiETiaCN CO CHICACO-NCW YORK
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With delta connected primaries there can be no triple in the line currents
as already shown , but triple harmonics can exist in the local closed circuit- .
With star connected primaries the triple harmonics cannot exist in the lines or in
the coils as is self - evident from the study of the star connections from which it
is seen that the coil current and the line current are the same . Plate 6 shows the
prin^ary coil current with star connections in the primary and open delta secondary .
As shown by the analysis of this wave a large fifth harmonic exists which causes the
wave of current to be greatly distorted . Plate 7 shows the primary coil current for
delta primary and open delta secondary and this reproduction shows great wave dist-
ortion due to the third and fifth harmonics . The distortion of the waves are diff-
erent in the two cases due to the difference of angle of phase displacement of the
harmonics relative to their fundamentals . In the case of the delta primary
,
the
triple harmonic has a greater distortion than the other harmonics and it shows that
with this connection the primary current has a greater peak or maximum value than in
the case of the star connection where the fifth harmonic causes a double peak rather
than a single peak due to a triple .
Tlate 8 gives the wave of the circulating triple when the primaries were
connected in star and the secondaries in open delta . The triple occurs because the
are in series
third harmonics in the three transformer secondaries^and the fundamentals and higher
harmonics blot themselves out
. Mathematically this can be proved in the following
manner
.
let e,
,
e 2 and e^represent instantaneous values of electromotive force in
the respective coils and let E^be the maximum value of the fundamental and -^be the
maximum value of the third harmonic . Let be the angle of phase displacement
.
Then
e, = E, sin ft + E^sin 3©
e
z -
E, sin (ft - 120 ) + E^sin ( 3ft - 360 )
e3 - E, sin ( ft - 240 ) + E^sin ( 3ft - 720 )
§,-+ e^+ e.3 - , sin ft-E3 sin 3ft
- 1/2 E,sin ft -n/3/2 E,cos ft + E sin 3ft

c jgcnc O'triatN co
.
cm icaoo-ncw vo*k

OCNC OICTZ&CN CO.CMiCj;aC0-mcw vc*k
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- 1/2 E, sin E,OOI 0-t-EjS in 36 .
Thus it is seen by cancelling like terms with opposite signs
,
e
z
f 6j - 3E3 sin 3& ,
which shows that nothing but the third harmonic can exist .
Plate 9 shows the triple in the secondary for delta primary and delta sec-
ondary connection . It will be noticed that the maximum for this wave is less than
the maximum in Plate 8 . This difference is due to the fact that in the conditions
shown in Plate 8
,
there is only one path for the triple harmonic t that is the
path in the delta secondary as the primary was connected in star . In the conditions
shown in Tlate 9 there are two paths , one in the primary and one in the secondary
for circulating currents as both are connected in delta
.
Plate 10 shows the primary coil current wave for a star connected primary
and a triple frequency wave for the delta connected secondary with the same star
primary
. From the previous study the position of the harmonics has much to do with
the shape of the current wave . The effective value of .the wave remains the same no
matter what the shape the wave is . Mathematically the effective value can be proved
to be the square root of the sum of the squares of the effective values of the har-
monics and fundamental as follows . Let the equation of an alternating current wave
be
i - I, sin0 4- I3 sin 30 + . ••• I,cos^ + I^cos 30+I^.cos 50+ ....
squaring both sides
,
i= if sin*0 -f Ig sin*'30 4- .... I*cos*0 + 1 3COS* 30 + I^co 50 + .... I, sin01pos0 +
I I,cos0sin 30 + 1,1 cos 30sin0-(- . . .
.
multiplying both sides by d0
,
i
2
d0 = Isin i 0d0 f I^ir.*30d0 + 1^ sin
z 50d0+.
. . .
I,cos
20d0 + T^cos" 30d0+Ipos a'50d0 + ....
I, I
3
cos0sin0d0 + I3 I ( cos0 sin 30d0+....
taking the integral of both sides between limits zero and 2tt
,
to get the area of
the curve .





r i
rr -arr
i
Z
\0 sin*-d0 + T 1 sin*30d0 + T s 3ir/
cos"50d0+ .... iM sin</>cos0d<f> 4- T, 1^ I cos<J>3in 30d0 4- . . .
.
•Jo
5<J>d<f> + lHcos z d0 - iM cos^d'l'
20
integrating each one separately
,
Zrr
sin*0d0 = 1*1 ( 1/2 - cos20/2 )d#= lf[( T/2 d0 - 1/2/ cos20d0 =
Jo 2TT XTT Jo J
I*0/2 4{ 1^2 sin 20 ) = 21^2 = I,tt.
rirr fm
^ajsin 30do-3#3| sin* 0d0 = IJtt.
Jo Jo
Formula of integration
Jsin* xdx = x/2 - 1/2 sinxcosx
J"cos
2 xdx - x/2 -i- 1/2 sinxcosx
Jl^cos^sin^d^ = .
For the product of two sine waves is a sine wave and the integral between zero and
2-rris zero .Therefore the total area is
,
iV+IVr +IV+ iVt 4-1 rr +lVr +
Then the ordinate is
,
or
or
t6
KVr+IJn +I!tt + . I Tl 4-1^4-1*^4-
2t-r
If +Ij 4- .
2
iT +1; +1!" +. » • . • 1*
which is the proof required .
The same results can be obtained graphically by reversing the triple harm-
onic in Plate TO . This can be done because the triple frequency harmonic is T80
degrees out of phase with the primary current . The resultant wave shown in Plate
10a has the same effective value as the original wave but the distortions are diff-
erent and the maximum value of 10a is the greater .



FORMULA USED IN WAVE ANALYSIS .
Any univalent periodic function may be expressed by Fourier's series as
follows
,
y = ao+ a,cos© + acos2G + .... a cos n9 + bsinG + bsin2G+ bsin3G + . . . . bsin nG .
To determine the constants a
o ,
a
,
»
etc •
»
multiply thru by d9 and integrate over
C degrees
.
I ydG = aJde + a,
J
cos9d9 + a (cosnOdQ + b\ sin0d9+b I sin2Gd6 + ... bjsi
J° Jo Jo Jn J Jo J
sjiTT
sinnGdG
or
parr ZTT zrr Z.TT ZTT
JydG - ao 9 + a, sinG + a2 sin2G/2 -(-.. a^ sinn9/n
>o
o o o o
2
- b^cos29/2
Z7T
• • • •
All terms vanish except the first and
,
err
yd9 = 2rra
'dfl
Bat ] ydG is the area of the curve over the space of 360 degrees .
Let
A =
J
yd9
then
a = A /2m:
But A / 27ris the mean ordinate of the wave . Hence a may be found by taking the
numerical mean of a sufficient number of ordinates over 360 degrees
.
To find any other value as a multiply the equation thru by cosn9d9 and
integrate over 36C degrees .
ycosnGdG = aQ
o9
Z.7T
r
z7r
-
cosn9d9H a, I cos9cosn9dG + az cos2GcosnGd9 + .... a^/cos nGd9 + ....
JoT
zrr X r*" 1 Jo
\>A sin9cosn9d9 + bA sin29cosn9d9+ ... b I sinnGcosnGdG .
or
,ycosn9d9=ajcosn9d9+aj l/2fcos (n-r 1)6 + cos(n - T)q]i9

23
J 1/2 cos2(n4 2)9 4Cos(n -2)9 d9 4 ... a fT/2(l+ cos2n9)d9 4
bj 1/2 |sin(n + I)0 - sin(n - 1)0 d9 + b^j I/2^sin(n+2)G - sin(n - 2)9d0
•'•I
T/2sin2n9d9-f ....
All these integrals vanish except
ycosnGd9 = a^ J/2dP =a^(9/2) = a^
which is the area of the new derived wave .
p;
Jo
Hence
zrr
a^- V7"^ycosn8d9 .
The integral may be interpreted as follows ; if the instantaneous values of y in
the original curve be multiplied by cosn9 and a wave plotted from these values the
integral ycosn9d9 between the limits zero and 2?Tis the area of this derived curve.
Call this as found A^, then the average ordinate is A/y/27r. Hence a= 2{kJlTT) or
twice the average of the numbers found by multiplying the instantaneous values of y
by corresponding values of cosn9 . •
The value of b
n
is found in a similar way by multiplying by sinnG or
|ysinn9d9= a.Q IsinnGd© 4 aJcos9sinn9d9 + n.z cos20sinn9d9 + ... aJ cosn0sinn9d9 +
Jfa Jo Jo rrr X
h
f
sin9sinn9d9 + bJ sin29sinn0d94.
. . .
b
/7
jsin~n9d9 = aJ sinn9d9 4
^r*ir r- Jo Zjo X
al 1/2 sin(n+I)9 4 sin(n - I )9 d6 + aJ1/2 sin(n + 2)9 4 sin(n - 2)0 d©+
Jo A*^ rf" r J Jo L
-,
J
.... a I I/2sinan9d9 + b, 1/2 cos(n - T )9 - cos^n + I)9 d9
+
bJ T/2|^cos(n - 2)0 - cos(n + 2)0 d0 4
. . .
bll/2(l -cosane)d0 + -
b^ Jl/ad9 -rrb^. Hence
X nz7T
I /7rjysinn9d0
.
As before the integral is a curve derived by multiplying instantaneous ordinates of
y by corresponding values of sin n9 . Calling this value A„, 2 {Kh/Ztt ) f or
twice t. e average of the numerical values obtained for the derived curve
.
It is seen that the value of any required harmonic may be solves for in
this manner
. When even harmonics are not present and the wave is symmetrical about
its axis then the average may be taken over a half wave or from zero toTT. The wave
is then expressed in the following form
,

24
y s a, cos9 +a{? cos3e-ra^cos59+ ... b, sin9 + b3 sin38 + b-.sin59+. . . .
The odd and even harmonics may be separated as follows : if to the numerical values
of the ordinates from zero to 180 degrees are added those for corresponding angles
from 180 to 360 degrees , the resultant wave will contain only even harmonics . If
those from 180 to 360 degrees are subtracted from those from zero to T80 degrees the
resultant wave will contain only odd harmonics . And as seen before only odd harmon-
ics exist in alternating current waves .
Having any harmonic of the form of the binominal
,
a^cosnG
-t b^ sinn9 , it
may be transformed as follows . Let tan
<f>n- brj/a^ and let cn = \ft . Then
cos 4>n = an
and a = cos^ Ja*~n -t- K? and bn= sin^/a^i- b^.
Substituting these values in the binominal an^C cosn0 + brj sinn6 = cr7 cos(n6 - <j>n ) .
From these values of a n and b^ the value of $n and its sign may be found . It must
be remembered in evaluation
,
that sin 0^is positive in the first and second quad -
rants and negative in the third and fourth ; cos ^is negative in second and third
quadrants and positive in the first and fourth or when
,
tan <pn= b/? Pryis between and 90 degrees .
Sin
tan
<f>n = b n 0/?is between 90 and 180 degrees .
- &n
tan <t> - - bp ^s between 180 and 270 degrees .
- a„
tan <t> - - b n 0/7^ s betv/een 270 and 360 degrees .
a/?
From this solution the final equation will contain cosine functions . These may be
transformed into sine functions by remembering that cos 0^= - sin {$n - 20) . For some
purposes one form is more convenient than the other . The final equation will appear
in the form
y=a + c^ cos(8 - 0, J-f-c^cos (20 - ... c^cosn(9 - pn ) or
- a -+- c
7
cos(9 - 0, ) •+- c^cos2(9 - 0^/2)-(-... c ncosn(8 - ^/n) .
The following is an illustration of wave analysis of one • f the oscillogram
taken of the primary coil current of star connected primary and delta secondary
.
The first two columns of each harmonic and the fundamental are the abscissa in deg-
rees and the ordinates in amperes respectively
.
The last column gives the ordinate

corresponding to the abscissa for the fundamental or the hsrmonlc
. Pages 26
and 28 show this data and the wave and derived harmonics are shown on !age 29

WATS ANALYSIS DATA
FUNDAMENTAL
.
Q i cosft icosO sin© isinfr cos(0 - 6 )
I
c cos(Q
I
I 0000 -89.5 .009 .09
10 3.7 .984 3.64 .173 .64 -79.5 .182 1.835
2C 5.6 .939 5.25 .34 2 1.92 -69.5 .35 3.53
3C 6.3 .866 5.46 .5 3.15 -59.5 .508 5 . 1?
40 6.2 .766 4.75 .643 3.99 -49.5 .649 6.55
50 5.7 .643 3.67 .766 4.37 -39.5 .772 7.79
60 6.5 .500 3.25 .866 5.63 -29.5 .87 8.78
70 9.4 .342 3.21 .939 8.82 -19.5 .943 9.52
80 II .7 .173 2.03 .984 II. 51 - 9.5 .986 9.95
90 12 0000 0000 1. 000 12 .5 1.000 10.09
100 10.6 -.173 -1.84 .984 10.42 10.5 .983 9.92
110 8.4 -.34 2 -2.87 .939 7.89 20.5 .937 9.45
120 6.7 -.500 -3.35 .866 5.8 30.5 .862 8.7
130 6.3 -.643 -4.05 .766 4.83 40.5 .76 7.67
140 6.7 -.766 -5.13 .64 3 4.31 50.5 .636 6.42
150 6.5 -.866 -5.63 .5 3.25 60.5 .492 4.96
160 5.2 -.939 -4.88 .342 1.78 70.5 .334 3.37
170 3.0 -.984 -2.95 .173 .52 80.5 • 165
-1.655
180 -I 90.5 -.009 - .09
•66 ^0.82
ft = .0733
,
b
T
= 10.091
,
0^=- 10.091
,
tan^ = 137.5 J - 09.5 degrees

THIRD HARMONIC
30 i cos3Q icos3© sin3G isin30 30 - d cos(30 - f ) c cog(30
3 3 3
I 00 000 -81.5 .148 .04
30 3.7 .866 3.2 .5 1.85 -51 .5 .636 .175
60 5.6 .5 2.8 .866 4.85 -21.5 .93 .256
90 6.3 CO I 6.3 8.5 .989 .272
120 6.2 -.5 -3.1 .866 5.35 38.5 .783 .215
150 5.7 -.866 -4.93 .5 2.85 68.5 .367 .101
180 6.5 -I -6.5 00 000 98.5 -.148 -.04
210 9.4 -.866 -8.13 - .5 -4.7 128.5 -.636 -.175
240 II.
7
-.5 -5.85 - .866 -10.13 158.5 -.93 -.256
270 12 000 000 -I. -12.00 188.5 -.989 -.272
300 10.6 .5 5.3 - .866 -9.17 218.5 -.783 -.215
330 8.4 .866 7.27 - .5 -4.2 248.5 -.367 -.101
360 6.7 I 6.7 000 OOOC 278.5 .148 .04
390 6.3 .866 5.45 .5 3.15 308.5 .636 .175
42C 6.7 .5 3.35 .866 5.8 338.5 .93 .256
450 6.5 00 000 1.0 6.5 368.5 .T89 .272
480 5.2 -.5 -2.6 .866 4.5 398.5 .783 .215
510 3.0
-.866 -2.59 .5 1.5 428.5 .367 .101
540 00 -I 0000
.365
000 0000
2.45
458.5
-.148 -.04
a„- .0405
,
3
b - .272
3
,
c
3
- .275 , tartf --6.71
, ^81.5 degrees .

PIFTH HARMONIC .
50 i cos50
I
icos5© sin5© isin50 50 - ^
5
-8 2
cos'5©
.139
- 4 ) c c cos(59
5
5
.284
50 3.7 .643 2.38 .766 2.835 -32 .848 1.735
100 5.6 -.173 - .97 .984 5.51 18 .951 1.945
150 6.3
-.866 -5.46 .5 3.15 68 .375 .767
200 6.2 -.939
-5.82 -.342 -2.12 118 -.47 -.96
250 5.7 -.342 -1.95 -.939 -5.35 168 -.978 -.2
300 6.5 .5 3.25 -.866 -5.63 218 -.778 -1.59
350 9.4 .984 9.25 -.173 -1.625 268 -.035 - .0717
400 Ii.7 .766 8.96 .64 2 7.53 318 .743 1.52
450 12 0000 0000 1.0 12.0 368 .99 2.04
5C0 10.6 -.766 -8.12 .643 6.82 418 .53 1.083
550 8.4 -.984 -8.26 -.173 -1.45 468 -.309 - .631
600 6.7 -.5 -3.35 -.866
.
-5.8 518 -.927 -1.9
650 6.3 .342 2.16 -.939 -5.92 568 -.883 -1.805
700 6.7 .9 39 6.29 -.342 -2.29 618 -.375 - .766
750 6.5 .866 5.63 .5 3.25 668 .616 1.26
800 5.2 .173 .88 .984 5.02 718 .035 .0717
850 3.0 -.643 -T.93 .766 2.3 768 .669 1.3G8
900 000 - 1.0 0000
2.52
0000 0000
18.23
818 -.139 - .284
a = .20
5
p v 2.025 , c = 2.045 ,5 tantf = 7.175 , 4
=
5
82 degrees
.
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CONCLUSIONS.
From the study of the harmonics it is seen that the wattless or magnetizing
component of the exciting current is what causes the distortion of the wave, and the
higher the density at which the transformer is worked the greater the distortion .
The maximum value of the exciting current depends upon the position of the harmonics
relative to the fundamental . It was found that the magnitude of the triple harmonic
in the delta secondary connection of three transformers v/as dependent upon the kind
of connection made in the primaries , that is , whether star or delta . The magnitu-
de of the effective value of the triple in the case of the star primary was much gre
ater than in the case of the delta primary because there was no path for the triple
in the star primary and it had to flow in the delta secondary while in the delta
primary connection and delta secondary there are two paths for the triple . It was
also shown that no matter what the distortion of a wave shape was
,
when caused by
the same harmonics
,
the effective value of the wave remains the same
.
From thestudy of harmonics it would ap ear that in the case of voltages
higher harmonics would play an important part in the design of transformers as to
insulation . For in the case of large transformers a peaked wave of electromotive
force would have a much greater maximum value than effective value and in many cases
these peaks could do much damage to insulation . It would appear that the quality of
the Insulation would thus be governed to a great extent by the shape of the wave
or in other words by the positions o^ ih« harmonics relative to the fundamental and
a sine wave of electromotive force would be desired or a wave similar to a sine so
as not to have the high peaks. Thus while harmonics causing peaked waves in the
exciting current are of no harm except for a little increase in heating
,
harmonics
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voltage waves have an important part in the design and life of transformers .
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